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The four LEP experiments have each performed precision measurements of Z ° parameters. A method is described for combin- 
ing the results of the four experiments, which takes into account he experimental nd theoretical systematic errors and their 
correlations. We apply this method to the 1989 and 1990 LEP data, corresponding to approximately 650 000 Z ° decays into 
hadrons and charged leptons, to obtain precision values for the Z ° parameters. We use these results to test the standard model and 
to constrain its parameters. 
1. In t roduct ion  
The four LEP experiments are providing measure- 
ments of unprecedented precision of the Z ° reso- 
nance and decay parameters. These measurements 
permit a better understanding of both the strong and 
electroweak interactions. For the best possible con- 
frontation of these experimental results [ 1-4 ] with 
the theory, we present here combined results of the 
four Collaborations for the parameters derived from 
the hadronic and leptonic line shapes as well as the 
leptonic forward-backward asymmetry. 
Each of the four LEP experiments fits cross sec- 
tions and asymmetries toextract electroweak param- 
eters. The combination of the four results raises ome 
technical questions on the correct reatment of the 
differences in the analysis methods of the four exper- 
iments, as well as the proper treatment of common 
experimental nd theoretical errors. These issues are 
discussed in section 2. The combined results are given 
in section 3. The implications for the standard model 
of electroweak and strong interactions are discussed 
in section 4. 
2. How the  resu l ts  are combined  
The programs used by the LEP experiments opa- 
rametrize the line-shape and lepton forward-back- 
ward asymmetries have been described in detail else- 
where [ 5,6 ]. To compare the procedures used by each 
Lists of authors can be found in refs. [ 1-4]. 
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experiment, a common data set was fitted using the 
procedures developed by each experiment. Differ- 
ences among the results were small compared to the 
sensitivity of the total LEP data. 
The following systematic uncertainties are corre- 
lated among the experiments: 
- LEP absolute nergy scale [ 7 ]: 20 MeV; this uncer- 
tainty affects only Mz. 
- LEP point-to-point energy uncertainty: 10 MeV, 
assumed uncorrelated for each energy point; this un- 
certainty corresponds toa systematic error of 5 MeV 
on F Z. 
- Luminosity theoretical uncertainty: the estimated 
luminosity uncertainty for each experiment ranged 
from 0.3% to 0.5%. We assigned 0.3% as an estimate 
of the correlated part of the uncertainty. 
- Bhabha t-channel parametrization: all four experi- 
ments used the same Bhabha parametrization pro- 
gram [8 ]. Each experiment assumed an uncertainty 
of 0.5% of the total t-channel contribution which we 
assume to be fully correlated among them. 
Other potential sources of correlated uncertainties 
among the four experiments, including those due to 
the use of common Monte Carlo programs for accep- 
tance corrections, were estimated to be negligible. The 
effect of the correlated uncertainties on the lepton 
forward-backward asymmetry measurements was 
negligible for the current data sets. 
To combine the results of the four experiments, we 
have checked that it is sufficient to perform a 
weighted average of the fit parameters directly. This 
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method is correct i f  the errors are sufficiently gaus- 
sian, and i f  the common systematic errors are treated 
properly. These errors where subtracted quadrat i -  
cally before averaging the results, and were then in- 
c luded in the final error. The advantage of  this pro- 
cedure over combin ing cross section and asymmetry 
data is that of  simplicity. The procedure has been 
checked by compar ing the averaged results to those 
der ived f rom combined fits to the measured cross 
sections and asymmetr ies o f  the four experiments.  
The max imum deviat ion for any parameter  between 
the two sets o f  results was less than one tenth of  the 
uncertainty in that parameter,  and is therefore negli- 
gible. Studies have shown that interpretat ion of  the 
fit results is not sensit ive to details of  the correlat ion 
matr ix  used, and that the average correlat ion matr ix  
adequately describes the combined parameters.  The 
results given in the fol lowing section were obtained 
by averaging the four sets of  resonance parameters 
and using the average correlat ion matrix. 
3. Results 
The four exper iments express the Z resonance 
measurements  in terms of  di f ferent sets of  parame- 
ters. Measured values for a set of  these parameters  
which has been publ ished explicit ly by the four ex- 
per iments [ 1,4 ] are summar ized  in table 1. The av- 
erage correlat ion matr ix of  the four exper iments for 
these parameters i given in table 2. 
For  the mass and width of  the Z °, the values given 
correspond to the def init ion based on the Bre i t -  
Wigner denominator  s -  M 2 + isFz/  Mz.  Throughout  
this paper parameters are given after deconvolut ion 
of  initial state radiat ion and represent only the con- 
tr ibut ion of  Z ° exchange. 
Table 1 
Line shape and lepton coupling constants from the four LEP experiments a published in refs. [ 1-4]. The common systematic errors are 
20 MeV for Mz, 5 MeV for Fz, 0.25% for Fe, F,, F~, F~ and g2A,, and 0.3% for cr °. The 5 MeV of common error on Fz are not included for 
ALEPH and L3. For other common errors see text. 
ALEPH DELPHI L3 OPAL 
Mz(GeV) 91.182 _+0.009 91.177 _+0.010 91.181 _+0.010 91.161 _+0.009 
Fz (GeV) 2.485 _+0.017 2.465 +_0.020 2.501 +_0.017 2.492 +_0.016 
a °(nb) 41.44 +_0.36 41.84 _+0.45 41.1 +-0.4 41.01 +-0.41 
Fe (MeV) 83.8 _+ 0.9 82.4 +- 1.2 83.3 +_ 1.1 82.9 +_ 1.0 
F. (MeV) 81.4 -+ 1.4 86.9 -+2.1 84.5 +_2.0 83.2 -+ 1.5 
F~ (MeV) 82.4 +_ 1.6 82.7 _+ 2.4 84.0 -+ 2.7 82.7 _+ 1.9 
F~ (MeV) 83.1 _+0.7 83.4 +-0.8 83.6 +_0.8 83.0 _+0.7 
g2v, a) (1.76 +_0.66)X10 -3 (0.3 ±I.0)X10 -3 (2.12 +-l.20)X10 -3 (0.58 _+0.70)X10 -3 
g~, ~) 0.2480 +- 0.0020 0.2508 +_ 0.0027 0.2500 +_ 0.0028 0.2495 _+ 0.0023 
") The values quoted in the ALEPH and L3 papers were for vQ and a~, rather than for g2v~ and g2A~. ALEPH: v~-" - -  - -v .n  042+o.oO9_o.oo7 and 
a~= -0.498 _+ 0.002. L3: v~= -0.046+°:°~ and a~= -0.500 +- 0.003. The values quoted in the OPAL paper were in the different nota- 
tion using t3~ -= 4gZv~ and ~ ~ -= 4g~ rather than g2v, and gZA~: b~ = 0.0023 +-- 0.0028 and ~ ~ = 0.998 +_ 0.009. 
Table 2 
Average correlation coefficients for parameter set of table 1. The entries given by a " -"  correspond to lepton universality. 
Mz 0.09 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.02 
Pz -0.25 0.48 0.26 0.22 0.63 0.02 0.59 
a ° 0.22 0.14 0.11 0.30 0.00 0.28 
/% -0.19 -0.16 
F~ 0.33 - 
/~x  - -  - -  - -  
G 
g2 -0.32 
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Averages for the four LEP exper iments  f rom Z ° l ine 
shape and  charged lepton fo rward-backward  asym- 
metry  have  been ca lcu lated for the parameters  g iven 
in table 1, as well as for some other  sets of  parame-  
ters. One  such set consists  o fMz ,  Fz, a ° the hadron ic  
cross sect ion at s=M 2, Re=-Fhad/Fe, R~t=--Fhad/ F~t 
and R¢=--Fhad/l"¢. These  parameters  relate most  di- 
rectly to the observab les  measured  by the experi -  
ments  and  are the least corre lated ones. A l ternat ive ly  
the last three parameters  can be rep laced by the Z ° 
part ial  w idths  for decay into hadrons  and  lepton pairs. 
The  lepton ic  part ia l  w idths  in par t icu lar  are sens i t ive 
to the e lectroweak sector  and  are essent ia l ly  free f rom 
QCD uncerta int ies .  As a th i rd  set o f  parameters ,  we 
give the lepton ic  b ranch ing  ratios. All o f  these pa- 
rameters  are l isted in table 3. 
The  lepton measurements  are in agreement  wi th  
lepton universal i ty.  Therefore,  the values for 
R~----Fhad/F~, F~, the vector  and  axia l -vector  cou- 
pl ings of  Z ° to charged leptons,  gv~, gg~ and the lep- 
ton fo rward-backward  asymmetry  at the pole, A OB, 
are determined  assuming  lepton universal i ty .  The  
leptonic fo rward-backward  asymmetry  at the Z ° pole 
is g iven by ~ 
2 2 gv~gA~ 
A°B =3 (gZv~+g~)2" 
The results  are g iven in table 4. Add i t iona l  correla- 
t ion matr ices  for the most  commonly  used sets o f  pa- 
rameters  are g iven in tables 5 and  6. 
Table 4 
Average LEP Z ° parameters a suming lepton universality. Values 
for Z 2 of the weighted average are quoted for those parameters 
given directly by the four experiments. 
Parameter Average value Z 2 
R~ 20.89 _+0.13 
Fh~d (GeV) 1.740 _+0.012 
F~ (MeV) 83.24 _+0.42 0.4 
Br(Z°-~hadrons) (%) 69.93 +_0.31 
Br(Z°-~+~ - ) (%) 3.347 _+0.013 
A ° a 0.0138 _+ 0.0049 
g2v~ (1.16 _+0.41))<10 -3 2.9 
g~,~ 0.2493+_0.0013 0.8 
2 2 gvJgA~ 0.0047 _+ 0.0017 
F~,~ (MeV) 498 _+8 
Fi,~/F~ 5.985 _+0.095 
~ Effects coming from photon exchange, as well as real and 
imaginary parts of the photon vacuum polarization are ex- 
cluded from this definition and accounted for in the fitting 
formulae used by the experiments. 
Table 3 
Average LEP line shape parameters. Values forz 2 of the weighted 
average are quoted for those parameters given directly by the four 
experiments. 
Table 5 
Correlation coefficients for Z resonance parameters. 
Fz a ° Re R~, R, R~ A ° B 
Mz 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 
Fz -0.25 -0.07 -0.03 -0.03 -0.07 0.01 
ah ° 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.18 0.00 
Re 0.07 0.05 - - 
R~ 0.07 - - 
R x - _ 
R~ 0.02 
Parameter Average value Z 2 
Mz (GeV) 91.175_+0.021 3.4 
Fz (GeV) 2.487_+0.010 2.0 
a °(nb)  41.33 _+0.23 2.3 
Re 20.91 _+0.22 
R~ 20.88 _+0.18 
R~ 21.02 _+0.23 
Fe (MeV) 83.20 _+0.55 1.0 
Fu (MeV) 83.35 _+0.86 5.1 
F~ (MeV) 82.76 _+ 1.02 0.3 
Br(Z°~e+e - ) (%) 3.345 _+ 0.020 
Br(Z°-~g+g - ) (%) 3.351 _+0.034 
Br (Z°-~+~ - ) (%) 3.328 _+ 0.040 
Table 6 
Correlation coefficients for Z resonance parameters. The values 
in column 5 are calculated without assuming lepton universality. 
With universality the correlation between Fz and Fhad is 0.61. 
Mz 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.05 0.08 
/'z 0.48 0.26 0.22 0.47 0.63 
Fe -0.19 -0.16 -0.31 - 
F~ 0.33 0.58 
F~ 0.49 - 
Fha d 0 .26  
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The Z ° partial width to invisible final states, Fi.v. 
is defined as F~nv=Fz-Fhad-3F~ while the ratio 
~.,,/F~ is extracted from the data using 
Fin,,/F~ = ~ -R~ - 3 
M~za °
Unlike ]'~nv itself, this ratio depends only on the ha- 
dronic peak cross section and Fhad/F~ and is essen- 
tially independent ofFz. The values obtained for these 
two quantities are listed in table 4. 
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4. The LEP results and the standard model 
The impact of the above results on the standard 
model can be stated as follows: 
- They give more accurate values for some of the pa- 
rameters of the model. 
- They provide strong evidence that the standard 
model contains the three known fermion families and 
no others. 
- They provide checks on the consistency of the model 
which are an order of magnitude more sensitive than 
previous experiments. 
The parameters of the model which are either di- 
rectly measured or deduced from these results are the 
Z ° mass, the weak mixing angle, the top-quark mass 
and the strong coupling constant. The latter three will 
be discussed below. The value for the Z ° mass, 
Mz = 91.175 _+ 0.021 GeV was given in section 3. 
In the standard model, each light neutrino species 
(light here means much lighter than ½Mz) contrib- 
utes Fv to the invisible width of the Z °. The ratio of 
the partial widths to neutrinos and charged leptons 
in the standard model is given by 
Fv/F~ = 1.993 + 0.004. 
This ratio is particularly insensitive to radiative cor- 
rections, as shown by its very small uncertainty. This 
error was estimated by allowing the top mass to vary 
from 90 to 200 GeV. 
Thus the measurement of F, nv/F~ can be used to 
determine 
N~ = 3.00 _+ 0.05. 
The quoted error includes 0.02 coming from the 
common theoretical systematic uncertainty in the lu- 
minosity determination. 
Assuming that all neutrinos have masses much 
smaller than ½Mz, this result excludes a fourth fer- 
mion family. Moreover, the fact that N, within its 
small error, is consistent with an integer, constitutes 
a sensitive test of the electroweak theory. 
For a given value of Mz the standard model predic- 
tions for the quantities Fz, F~, as well as the asym- 
metry A °v B can be calculated. They are sensitive to Mt 
and M, ,  through radiative corrections [ 5,6 ]. The top- 
quark mass dependence is dominated by an M ( term 
in the region of interest, and is large compared to the 
sensitivity of the measurements. The additional Higgs 
mass effect is logarithmic and small, so that at pres- 
ent useful conclusions about the Higgs mass are not 
possible. In fig. 1 we show the measurements of Fz, 
F~, R~ and g2v~/g2g~ together with their standard model 
dependence on Mr. In these calculations we have con- 
strained the strong coupling constant to be 
G s = 0.118 + 0.008. [ 9 ]. We have assumed MH = 300 
GeV and have included a variation of MH in the range 
50-1000 GeV in the errors. 
In fig. 2 standard model constraints for Z line-shape 
parameters and forward-backward asymmetries are 
shown as function of the effective weak mixing angle, 
sin 2 0~fp, and Mr. In addition, we show constraints 
coming from measurements of Mw and Mw/Mz from 
CDF [ 10] and UA2 [ 11 ], and from measurements 
of the neutrino neutral to charged current ratios from 
CDHS [ 12 ] and CHARM [ 13 ]. Here, sin 2 0~fP is 
defined in terms of the ratio of the leptonic vector 
and axial-vector coupling strengths 
sinZ0~]p = ~ (1 -gvJgA~) • 
With a fit to Fz, a °, g~ and gZA~ we have deter- 
mined Mt and the strong coupling constant as simul- 
taneously. We have used the central value MH = 300 
GeV and the constraint Mz--  91.175 + 0.021 GeV. In 
addition we have performed this fit including the 
i i i ~ i i 
0.27 (LEP) (CBHS + CHARI~I) 
[ ]  F-B Asymmetry [ ]  1 - M w 2/ M z 2 
• MZ 
0.26 
[ ]  rz 
5.== 
-~  D Yg ~:~ 0.25 
°at._ 
0.24 ~ / 
0.23 
0.22 
I I I i i 
80 160 240 320 
M (GeV) top 
Fig. 2. Constraints on sin 2 0~y t versus M, from different mea- 
surements corresponding to la limits. 
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Table 7 
Results of fits to LEP and other data for Mt and a,. In the first and third column a~ is unconstrained whereas, in the others it is constrained 
to the value 0.118 _+ 0.008. In the third and fourth column data are included from the p~ experiments UA2 [ 1 ]: Mw/Mz = 0.8813 _+ 0.0041, 
and CDF [ 10]: Mw=79.91 _+0.39 GeV and from the neutrino experiments, CDHS [ 12] and CHARM [ 13]: sin20w=0.2300_+ .0064. 
The first error is experimental while the second error corresponds to 50 GeV<Mn< 1000 GeV. The dots for the negative rror of Mr 
indicate that it reaches the bound for open top production, which is not implemented in the parametrizations used. 
as unconstrained a, constrained % unconstrained as constrained 
+ collider and v data + collider and v data 
Mt (GeV) 94 +53+23 --...--24 
as 0,141 _+0.017_+0.002 
zZ/d.o.f. 0,3/2 
sin201ee~ t 
sin 20w-- = 1 2 2 -Mw/Mz - 
Mw (GeV) 
1 "~/I +40+21 124+28+16 "12+27+18 
~w--56--21 --31 18 1., --31--19 
0.123 __+0.007 0.138 _+0.015 0.123 _+0.007 
2.2/3 1.5/5 3.0/6 
+ +0 0001 + +0 0003 0.2337 _ 0.0014-01ooo4 0.2335 _+ 0.0009 0.2337 _ 0.0010_oiooo4 
+ 0.0OO1 
-- 0 .0004 
0 "~00+0.0067 0.2299 _+ 0.0033 0.2290 _+ 0.0033 • ~ ~' J - -  0 .0048 
80.01 +0.27 80.01 _+0.19 80.06 _+0.19 --0.37 
constraint as = 0.118 + 0.008. We have also repeated 
both fits using Mw and Mw/Mz measurements  f rom 
pp and neutr ino experiments.  The results are sum- 
mar ized in table 7. A var iat ion of  MH in the range 
50-1000 GeV contr ibutes to the systematic error of  
Mt while it is negligible for as. Also shown in table 7 
are the corresponding values for sin 2 ole~ t, 
sin20w -= 1 2 2 - -Mw/Mz  and Mw. The qual ity of  the fits 
is i l lustrated in figs. 3a and 3b where the Z 2 of  the fit 
is shown as a funct ion of  Mr. 
5. Conclusions 
Combin ing these measurements  of  the four LEP 
exper iments results in a considerably enhanced sen- 
sit ivity with respect o that afforded by any one of  the 
four data sets. Directly combin ing the parameters de- 
r ived by the LEP exper iments reproduces well the re- 
suits of  s imultaneous fits to the four sets of  cross-sec- 
t ion and lepton forward-backward asymmetries.  
The Z l ine shape parameters and the lepton for- 
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Fig. 3. Z 2 as function of Mr from a fit to (a) LEP data with three degrees of freedom, (b) LEP data and pO collider and v data for five 
degrees of freedom. 
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ward-backward  asymmetry  have  been determined  
wi th  a new level o f  precis ion.  These  results check the 
cons istency of  the s tandard  mode l  wi th  an order  of  
magn i tude  greater  sens i t iv i ty  than  prev ious  experi -  
ments .  Wi th  the expected reduct ion  in the stat ist ical  
and  systemat ic  errors of  the LEP  exper iments ,  more  
s t r ingent  checks will be possib le in the future.  
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